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I am sorry to say that at the present time the deception is vast living body the throbbings of the universe announc� the I with smoke. This histori;Jal notice wouid be unjust without 
still practiced of engraving false names on their imitations accord of its varied parts. This rhythmic flow of nature con- referring to an observation made ten years ago in America by 
of American watches. But if they were to engrave them in stitutes most literally the" Music of the Spheres." Not this, Professor Leconte. That physicist had noticed that certain 
this way: American Caliber or Style-then put their names if I 

but a less ethereal music, I have had the honor of being in- sustained sounds in an instrumental concert caused a very 
they wished, or leave them blank, I believe it would be more vited to bring before you this afternoon. susceptible movement of the ordinary gas flames in the room. 
honorable, both for the maker and the dealer; and although The 1I0-called musical or singing flames were discovered This observation is really the germ of the more wonderful 
some may make money by the operation, I do not envy them nearly a century ago by a native of this city, Dr. Higgins, effects afterwards independently discovered by the lecturer. 
their gains. who found that, when a flame of hydrogen was burning within Though Professor Leconte was the first to publish the fact, in 

In England this fraud was not carried to such an extent, a glass tube, the flame emitted a musical note. The experi- 1838, it appears that, previous to this date, artisans had fre· 
yet it was and is still done in many instances, by putting the ment was repeated; and it was moreover shown that glass quently noticed the phenomenon as resulting from the shrill 
names of good makers on very inferior watches. In both tubes were not necessary, for similar sounds, though of differ. sounds of their work; and several musicians have informed 
countries the laws against this is very severe : yet the un- ent quality, were produced when metal or pasteboard tubes the lecturer that the same effect has been one they have com· 
principled find means to evade the l aw-and throughout the were employed. Neither was it necessary to use hydrogen, monly observed. 
world men are found who value money better than good rep· for a small flame of common coal gas gave a musical note Turning now from scientific history to experiment, the lec. 
utation. The Swiss are now, as the saying goes, "being paid when burning within a tube. turer showed various kinds and degress of sensitive flames. 
back in their own coin," for many who first induced them to The cause of this phenomenon had been investigated by First, a "batswing" flame, which, under the ordinary gas 
do this wrong at'e now trying to injure their manufactures, many, but most successfully by an illustrious man who had pressure, moved slightly at the sound of a whistle, but thrust 
by giving them a bad name; and they will take time to reo lately passed from among us-a man who has left behind out long tongues of fire when the pressure was increased by 
gain what they have lost, but it can and I trust will be done. him a name as good as it was great, and who possessed a urging the gas from a holder. The increased pressure was 
My Swiss readers must forgive me if I am too severe. But mind as simple and child-like as it was sagacious and pro- always necessary to obtain the more sensitive flames, for a 
although myself and my descendants are now Americans, yet found-the late Professor Faraday. This subject had been reason that will be understood directly. A jet of gas, issuing 
Switzerland, my native land, with all thy faults I love thee one of Faraday's early flames. The cause was shown to be from a V-shaped orifice, was shown to be quite insensible to 
still, and if thou errest I must tell thee, for my idea is. that due to the fact that the gas, in issuing from the burner, did sound until the flame reached a hight of ten or twelve inches, 
to prosper in this world, and to have no fear of the next, one not burn silently. It rustled in passing through the orifice and then, at the sound of cBrtain high notes, the flame short
must act on the square towards aE men, and be willing to of the burner, and in burning it made a continuous series of ened aRd spread out into a fan shape. Whistling to this 
be judged by our deeds. inaudible explosions. Thie was proved by sever.al experi- flame in one key had no effect, while in another t4e effect was 

The reader, I think, must allow that although born in ments, for, by suitable means both these causes could be ex- very marked. Playing an air upon a so-called bird-organ, 
Switzerland and educated in England, I speak plainly and im- alted so as to become sellsible. The resonance of the tube the flllme selected the high notes, and promptly shortened at 
partially, and I always intend to do So when I see a wroug placed over the flame renders audible all the sounds of a cer- their recurrence. 
done, but I desire not to offend any one. If any feel them- tain pitch made by the gas. By a series of experiments it The probable cause of the sensitiveness of these flames was 
selves aggrieved, to them I say, we had far better appear was then proved that any noise, if made regularly and with then alluded to. The impact of air evidently had nothing to 
what we are than pretend to be what we are not. sufficient rapidity, was converted into a musical note. Thus do with the phenomenon. This was strikingly shown in the 

Watches whose cases open at the back by a spring are not rough and rude taps, and hard and harsh explosions could be following experiment; By tapping a membrane stretched 
so secure and free from dust as those with a proper snap. chased into perfect melody by mere rapidity of succession. over the mouth of a large tin funnel, a puff of air could be 
which can be made to shut close and open easily; springs are The condition of the flame when burning within the tube driven with such force from the narrow extremity that a can
only necessary for wearers whose fingers are particularly soft, was shown by a moving mirror. It was seen that when the dIe was easily extinguished some twelve feet away. Direct· 
or to raise the covers of hunting watches. flame was silent, and the mirror moving, a band of light was ing this puff of air against the sensitive flame, it was seen 

Hunting watches have a cover to protect the glass, and it produced; but when the flame was sounding, this luminous that the flame moved violently, but was utterly unaffected 
will do so when sufficiently thick and convex, but very flat ribbon was broken up into a series of disjointed images of when the puff was driven either to the right or left. This 
hunters neither admit of the necessary shape nor thickness; flame. The eff ect of lengthening the tube in which the should also be the case if in former experiments it were the 
in many that are now made, particularly Swiss watches, the flame was burning was next shown, and a series of gas jets impact of the air, and not the sound, that produced the effect. 
glass is nearly as liable to be broken from pressure as it was burning within glass tubes of varying length gave a corres. But it was at once seen that when the lecturer whistled, at 
when unprotected, and the difficulty of procuring another is ponding series of musical notes of varying pitch. By placing the same time slowly turning round, the flame still continued 
muck greater. When flatness is necesE\llry, an open-faced the finger upon the top of these tubes the sound could be to shrink, and was almost as powerfully moved when the 
watch should be preferred, with a number of spare glasses, quenched, and thus a novel musical instrument could be back was turned to the flame. The effect, then, is solely pro
which a very little practice will enable any w earer to put constructed. From glass tubes the lecturer passed on to show duced by the wave-like to and fro motion of the sonorous 
properly in their place. the effects of flames burning within extremely long tin pUlses. As first indicated by Professor Leconte, a gas flame, 

In giving advice with regard to choosing a watch, I have tubes. Within a tube six feet long, and about one and one. to be sensitive, has to be brought near its point of roaring; it 
said nothing but what every good watchmaker or importer of half inches in diameter, the flame of a large gas burner gave then stands, according to Dr. Tyndall, as it were on the brink 
good watches will acknowledge to be the facts. a loud un music ILl roar. By adding to the end of this tube a of precipice, over which the sound pushes it. Agreeing with 

I have divested myself of any prejudice or partiality, and glass chimney, it was Been that when the flame was sounding this explanation, that a sensitive flame is a body in a state of 
have only related what I have learned by practice, and the it was broken up into wild confusion. By enclosing a still unstable equilibrium, the lecturer supplemented it by com
experience of forty years, and which l: have endeavored to larger gas flame from a huge Bunsen's burner within a tube paTing the flame to a resonant jar; the flame, as was proved 
explain plainly, without any technicalities. 18 feet long and three inches in diameter, a deep roar was by a moving mirror, being in a state of rapid isochronous 

I will now endeavor to be more explicit, and give my rea· obtained intermingled with loud reports similar to the dis- vibration when under the influence of external sound. The 
sons. For a large thick or a three·quarter plate chronome· charge of musketry. actual shrinking of the flame was due to an increase in the 
ter, duplex, or lever escapement, properly compensated watch, Returning once more to the gentler music of the small velocity of the current of gas, which was possibly brought 
with a fusee and chain, the English certainly daim the prior- glass tubes, two flames, enclosed in their respective tubES, about by an external sound throwing the pipe that conveys 
ity, they having been the first to apply, and from the great were taken and made to emit notes of the same pitch. This the gas into a state of Vibration, which would thus narrow 
practice and attention given by them to, compensation. point was gained by shifting to and fro a paper slide, which the channel of the gas passage; the change in the aspect of 

The American watches being more simple in their construe- moved stiffiy at the upper extremity of one of the tubes. the flame being largely modified by the shape of the burner. 
tion, and easily repaired in case of accident, claim the next When the notes were nearly in unison a series of intermit- Whatever may be the complete explanation of the phe
notice. tent sounds or beats were obtained, due, as is well known, nomen on, there can be do doubt that in a somewhat similar 

For a thinner or smaller' watch, the Swiss must have the to the mutual extinction at certain intervals of the two manner other objects besides flames are also sensitive to slight 
preference, as it is nearly the only kind of watch made there, sounds. Corresponding beats were obtained from two organ external impulses. Thus, many chemical compounds, as, for 
and other reasons explained in a former part of this article. pipes and two tuning forks nearly in unison. One of theBe example, fulminating powders, are in a state of unstable 
There is, in Geneva, a celebrated manufactory wherein noth· tuning forks, mounted on its resonance case, being silent, the equilibrium. The so·called" Rupert's Drop," which, when 
ing but good watches are made, and it is well known to most other, unmounted, was now struck, and its prongs brought scratched, flew into a thousand fragments, is another instance 
of the best stores in the United States; every part of the near to, but not touching those of the first fork; at first no of this kind; and some of the most eminent physicists are 
watch is made in the same establishment. I have had con- sound could be heard, but by degrees the unmounted fork inclined to believe that the surface of our sun is in a some
siderable practice with them, and I have generally found that transferred its motion to the mounted one, and the ,ound of what analogous sensitive condition. From inorganic things 
they are the most perfect that I have had in my hands. the latter slowly welled forth. The sound of the voice can we may travel on to organic, for we have evidence that there 

I do not pretend that there are no bad English watches thus be transferred to the strings of a pianoforte, and in the also exists, in organized structures, a more or less sensitive 
made; quite the reverse. I have always found that a bad same way a flame can be made to accept and resound to a state at certain times. Thus, our wonderfully complex bodies, 
English watch was worse and more difficult to put in good note of the proper pitch. This was illustrllted as follows: by disease or nervous derangement, are often thrown into an 
order than any other. A singing flame, by adjusting the paper slider, was tuned to abnormal state, and when in that condition are sensitive to 

For an ordinary or cheap watch, I should prefer a Swiss one, the note of a certain fork; the tube was then raised slightly, the slightest stimuli, if of the proper kind. This may POBSI, 
they, having the facilities to manufacture cheaper than any so that the sound coUld be quenched by momentarily placing bly be the foundatbn for whatever truth there is in the sci" 
other nation. Fine Swiss watches are made as correct and as the finger on the top of the tube. On now striking the fork, ence of homeopathy, the body being sensitive to a feeble in
accurate as It is possible to make them for the size and thick. and holding it over a resonant jar, the flame instantly started fluence, similar in kind to the disease under whioh it is auf" 
ness, but the prices will not be less than for the English ones, into song. The same effect was shown by the syren, and also fering. 
although the style will be different. Common and cheap by the human voice. Retreating to some distance from the Here some may ask; "Of what good are these speCUlations, 
watches will of COUl'se always be made to keep pace with flame, the latter could be made to respond at pleasure, by and to what practical end can these experiments be turned ?" competition, and as an article of trade. I do not intend to pitching the voice to the proper note, whilst it remained This observation, permit me to remark, is wholly improper. explain their defects, l only endeavor to point out the merits utterly unaffected by any note not in unison with itself. There is something nobler in life than the accumulation of 
of a good one. Musicians would find such a flame a faithful monitor in train. wealth, and a higher end to experiment than its mere mone-

In my next, I will give such instrucUolls as I can to keep ing the voices of their pupils. tary value; for all accession to knowledge must finally bene-
it good, and it may possibly be the means of saving the reader In the last experiment we have really a 8enmtive flame; but fit the world. This ever intrusive exclamation, cui bono, is a 
some unnecessary expense, if he will take the trouble to pe- this name is now applied to another discovery, which was serious check to the advancement of knowledge, for it dis
ruse these articles throughout, as well as save us from made in another manner; Two years ago (December, 1865), heartens those who are making nature yield up her secrets, being often erroneously blamed, however honest and square while engaged in some acoustic experiments, the lecturer and it damps the ardor of every searcher after truth. Allow 
we may do our work. had observed that every time a shrill note was produced, a me to illustrate my meaning. Imagine that when enchanted 

• _.. tall tapering gas flame in his vicinity wasli'ingUlarly affected; by the performance of some well-executed opera or oratorio, a 
ON MUSICAL AND SENSIIIVE FLAMES. the flame shrinking every time the note was sounded. That companion by our side were to say; "Well, after all, of what 

observation led to further experiment and inquiry, the result good are these fine sounds " to what practical end can you Abstract of a Lecture delivered belore the DubliG Royal Society, by W. F. 
Barrett.) of which has been the discovery of the conditions of success turn this music?" ShoUld we not instantly condemn a speech 

for obtaining flames sensitive to the slightest sound. Some so characteristic of a sordid and sensuous mind? And when One of the earliest natural facts which arrest the attention month after the above observation, Professor Tyndall took up the student of nature is listening with admiration and even of a thoughtful mind is the stability of the wonderfUl uni- the subject, and having largely added to its interest and im- awe to the sweet, though silent, music sung to him by every verse in which we live. This permanency is, nevertheless, portance, offered an explanation of the phenomenon in a lec- object of his diligent study-by air and water, by flowers and the product of incessant change; for nothing is absolutely ture delivered at the Royal Institution, in January, 1867. At flowers-he is conscious that he bows before an oratorio as at rest. The secret of the stability of nature, its unresting this lecture the discovery was first published, and the name far above that of Handel as the works of the Creator are surepose, is found in the fact that the motion is regular-the given to" Sensitive Flames." Subsequently the lecturer had perior to the composition of the creature. change is periodic. Atoms, as well as planets. have their proposed a fuller explanation, and had discovered that not Still, however, the lecturer was enabled to show a practical period of revolution. Hence, sooner or later, in the physical only flames, but all gases could be rendered extremely sensi- application of these sensitive flames. Attention was drawn 
world at any rate, phenomena repeat them�elves. Like a tive to sound, the track of the gas being marked by mixing it to the fact, that the flame sho):1;ened and lipread out laterally 
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under the influence of a whistle. Advantage was taken of 
this peculiarity to construct an instrument which may be 
turned to some practical use. The instrument consists of two 
sliding brass rods, b b' (see diagram), attached at right angles; 
to the summit of one is a compound metallic ribbon, con8ist
ing of thin layers of silver, gold, and platinum, welded 
together. This arrangement expands unequally by heat, by 
so doing it swerves aside, and is thus brought into contact 
with a platinum point projecting from the top of the second 
brass rod, which is fixed about half an inch from the free 
extremity of the compound metallic ribbon. Connected with 
the two brass rods is an elec
tric battery, associated with 
which is an electric bell, 
placed in a far distant part 
of the room. The bell will 
immediately ring if the elec
tric circle be complete, but 
at present there is a gap in 
the circuit between the me
tallic rib bon and the plati
num point. "I now ignite," 
said the lecturer, "a sensi
tive flame, which, in its 
ordinary sta te, burns at 
about two inches from the 
compound metal ribbon. I 
retreat some thirty feet from 
the flame, and whistle; the 
flame at once responds; it 
shrinks and spreads out 
sideways. By so doing it comes in contact with the metal 
ribbon; the latter instantly springs aside at the warm 
touch of the flame, strikes against the platinum point, com· 
pletes the electric circuit, and there you hear that distant bell 
answering me every time I whistle." In the same way, at 
any hour of the night, the crying of a child in it9 cot would 
automatically announce itself in its parent's room. By a 
somewhat similar arrangement, using, however, a different 
burner, a burglar filing the iron-cased doors of a jeweller'S 
shop could be made to sound an alarm bell; and it is even 
possible, by making use of the propagation of sound through 
water, the reflection of that sound through a trumpet im
mersed in the water, and its conduction to a sensitive flame, 
shut out by non-conductors of sound from the noises on board 
ship, that an arrangement might be constructed by which 
the approach of a vessel in a fog might be detected by ring
ing a bell in the captain's cabin. It is not, however, my 
province to develop such inventions. With diffidence I throw 
out these suggestions, which may, I trust, by the practical 
mind be in some way turned to the public good.* 

The lecturer had reserved for the conclusion a flame won
derfully sensitive to the slightest noise. The burner which 
gave this flame was formed of steatite, and consisted of a 
single circular orifice, through which the gas was forced 
from a large holder in the lecture room, with greater press
ure than could be obtained from the main. The flame was 
now fully two feet in length, and observe, said the lecturer, 
how delicate and fragile a thing it appears to be, for at the 
slightest noise it drops down a foot. j: The jingling of this 
bunch of keys, the crumpling cf this paper, the dropping of 
a small coin, are more than sufficient utterly to break up its 
hight and symmetry. This flame makes no response to the 
vowels, O. U, nor to the labials, but it energetically responds 
to the sibilants. Repeating the stanza-
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The flame is unmoved by the first line, but emphatically 
bobs at the sound "rest" and" lest," and admirably suits 
its action to the words of the last line, for, when shrinking, 
the light of the flame alm ost. disappears. So sensitive is this 
flame, that even a chirp made at the far end of the room 
urings it down more than a foot. Like a living being, the 
flame trembles and cowers down at a hiss-it crouches and 
shi vers as if in agony at the crisping of this metal foil, 
though the sound is so faint as scarcely to be heard; it 
dances in tune to the waltz played by this musical box-and, 
finally, it beats time to the ticking of my watch. How won
derful are all these facts! And the more we know of them 
the more wonderful do they appear, for this astonishing 
change in the aspect of the flame is produced by an infinites
imal portion of those almost inaudible sound waves, already 
enfeebled by their distance, f rom the flame. Looking back 
on these, and innumerable other wonders revealed by physi
cal science, and looking forward on that vast region which 
remains to be explored, do we not feel ourselves sinking to 
utter insignificance by contemplating the mysteries by which 
we are surrounded, while at the same time are we not con
scious there is that within us still more wonderful than that 
without-a consciousness which lifts itself above aU phenom
ena, grand and mysterious though they be? -Loniton Chemi
cal News. 
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decay of sound. and the prevention of that de cay by tubes, can also be shown 
in a similar way. Many other illustrations of a cousti ca.l phenomena at on ce 
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the falling of the flame can cause the cOmpOtlnd ribbon DOW placed above 
the flame to re coil ullon the other battery conne ction j or, another arran�e 
ment may be employed, an air t�ermometer baving a bent stem, in whICh 
are sealpd asunder platinum termmals j the cirCUIt being closed by the bac k� 
ward movement of mer cury in lohe tube, owmg to the contra ction of the air 
in the bulb. 

.. _. 

ARAGO has demonstrated that the duration of a flash of 
lightning does not exceed the one-millionth part of a second. 

The Editors are not respon8ible for the opinion8 expressed by their 001'
respondents. 

Do We See the Sun a!!l Soorl as It Rises? 

MESSRS. EDITORS :-In the number of your paper for May 
2d, I notice an article on the theory that, as "it takes light 
eight minutes to come from the sun to the earth, we do not 
see the sun until that amount of time after it rises;" or what 
is the same thing, we always see it eight minutes of time, or 
two degrees of space, behind its real position in the heavens. 
The writer denies this theory, leaving out of the problem re
fraction and other disturbing- elements, and invites your read
ers to its solution. 

Now if the sun's motion through the heavens was real this 
theory, that it is not seen as soon as it rises, would be cor
rect, for,'while the ray projected from the sun is traversing the 
distance'between the sun and the earth, the sun continues to 
move on in its orbit, and, as an object is seen in the direction 
from which 1he ray enters the eye, an observer on the earth 
would see the sun in the position where it was when the ray 
left, namely, two degrees of space or eight minutes of time 
behind its real position. 

But in attempting the solution of this problem it must be 
distinctly borne in mind that the motion of the sun through 
space is only apparent-it is stationary-its apparent motion 
being caused by the rotation of the earth on its axis. Now, 
it takes light eight minutes to reach the earth from the sun, 
and in that time an observer is carried forward by the rota
tion of the earth two degrees. It is evident, then, that in 
order for a ray to make an impression on the retina of an ob
server's eye, it is only necessary for it to be proj ected from the 
sun towards a point two degrees in advance of him (just as a 
sportsman, in order to hit a bird on the wing. must shoot a 
certain distance in advance of it), and he, glancing along the 
ray, which has advanced towards him in a straight line, will 
see the sun in its real position, it having remained station-
ary. CHAS. T. PLATT. 

Cheyenne, D. T. 
.. _. 

The Ball and Jet. 

MESSRS. EDITORS :-When a ball is brought in contact with 
a vertical jet of water, the wnter will follow upward around 

the curvature of the ball, by its adhesion, and be thrown off 
in tangents on the opposite side. It is a well established 
principle in hydraulics, that. there is always a reactionary 
force exerted in a direction opposite to that in which the 
water is discharged. This force has a tendency to carry the 
ball horizontally, in the direction of the jet. Should it be 
such as to carry the ball over to the opposite side of the jet, 
then the direction in which the water will be discharged, with 
its reactionary force, will be reversed; the obvious tendency 
being to bring the center of the ball over the center of the 
jet. That this is the true disposition of the water can be 
ascertained in a moment, by any one, by putting a ball of any 
kind on the point of a knife, and holding it in varying 
positions over an ascending jet of water; and I think it ex
plains all the phenomena connected with the ball and jet 
question. 

To show that it is not the rotation of the ball which enables 
it to maintain its position, take a tube bent in the form of a 
blow pipe, with which a light ball may be sustained by the 
breath. By piercing the ball with two minute fibers of wood 
or bristles, placed at right angles to each other, its move
ments can be distinctly seen, when it will be found to rotate 
at different times in 3 horizontal, in a perpendicular, and in 
an inclined plane. Sometimes it will rotate rapidly, at other 
times slowly, and at times it will remain poised on the jet 
for a considerable time, almost entirely motionless. These 
facts are incompatible with the rotary theory. 

To'sho w that it is not the inward rushing currents of air 
that sustain the ball, as suggested by your correspondent on 
page 291, suspend a ball by a thread from the ceiling, and 
bring the jet gradually toward it, when it will be seen that 
there will be no perceptible effect till the jet touches the ball . 
Other similar experiments may be tried which will do away 
with many of the theories that have been advanced, which 
only tend to muddle the problem, instead of making it clear
er. The accompanying engraving illustrates these remarks. 

F. G. FOWLER. 
New York city. 
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Optical Illusions. 

MESSRS. EDITORS :-The optical illusion to which you aUud. 
ed on page 292, current vol ume, reminds me of another sin
gular illusion, which may be of interest to your readers. 

In the accompanying diagrams it will be seen by measure 
ment that the lines, a b, and e it, are parallel, and the includ
ed space is divided into equal rectangles, the lines appearing 
in Fig. 1, as they really are, straight. But now let the sur
faces of each of these rectangles be covered by a system of 
fine, equidistant lines drawn parallel to the diagonal of each 
separate rectangle, alternating the direction of each set of' 
lines in the alternate rectangles, as in Fig. 2, and the optical 
illusion illustrated in Fig. 3 is observable at a glance. 

By eXl)eriment it will be seen that the flatter, or more near
ly horizontal the "hatched lines "-as they are technically 
termed-the more apparent will be the departure of the lines, 
a b, c d, from right lines, and the nearer the hatched lines ap" 

proach the perpendicular the less observa ble will it be, until 
finally, reaching the perpendicular, the illusion disappears. 

The reason of this is evident. '],he eye naturally seeks to 
follow the direction of the hatched lines, rather than that of 
the including boundary lines, and henca, as their lengths 
really increase and diminish regularly, and their directions 
really alternate, the mind unconsciously and involuntarily 
considers each rectangle separately, and sees in it not a rect
angle but a rhomboid, the result of which is to apparently 
divert the direction of the lines, a b, e it, producing not straight 
lines but indented ones, as in Fig. 3. J. A. J. 

Newport, R. I. 

MESSRS. EDITORS :-In No. 18, of your journal, a corres· 
pondent endeavors to explain the oIJfical effect which my dia
gram previously published was made to indicate. This he' 
does by saying that an additional length is given the perpen
dicular bar by the horizontal one being laid across its top. It 
needs a more satisfactory solution than this. For proof, take

two bars, equal in length, one 
black and the other white; or at
least, bars of different colors, and' 
place them in totation to eaclr 
other as the figure represented, 
and the seeming disparity will 
still remain just as discerna ble as· 

before. The eye, in this case, 
cannot unconsciously add the 
thickness of the horizontal bar to' 
the length of the perpendicular,· 

I present a bove another diagram, wherein the lines of com
parison have no contact with each other. The four lines ard' 
exactly equal in length, yet there is a great apparent differ� 
ence. I doubt whether it is possible for any person to group 
mere straight lines, or bars, in any other manner, to show 
such a speming disparity as appears in this. It is worth try' 
ing, merely for pastime, if nothing more. J. HERVA. 

Rockford, m. 
----------.. ��� .. �--------

Improvement Needed in Railroad Management. 

MESSRS. EDITORS :-1 beg leave to call the attention of the' 
public, through your popular journal, to a fact which proba
bly is but little known, viz., that nine tenths of all the acci
dents which happen on railroads, and much of t,he discomfort 
which arises from railroad travel, might be avoided if the 
companies would adopt many of the self-evidently valuable 
improvements, the work of skilled inventors, which have re
cently been patented in the United States. For instance, I 
lately saw in Chicago, on exhibition, an invention whereby a 
train would be saved from the destruction often caused by a 
broken rail. It had been submitted to many railroad men, 
who, while admitting its value, declined to adopt it. Again, 
the interior arrangements, with reference to seats, warming, 
etc., have been to a great extent unchanged from what they 
were twenty years ago, solely, I presume, because railroad 
companies are jealous lest some inventor should make a few 
thousands out of them. I am very familiar with a gentle. 
man who has a perfect plan of warming cars, in which there 
is no danger from upsetting stoves and firing cars, and by 
the use of which every passenger would have warmth and 
comfort, but who will not take out a patent therefor lest rail
road companies should refuse to adopt it. Has the communi-
ty no interest in these matters ? J. B. 

.. _. 

Patent Oftlce Illustrations Cor 1868. 

We learn that the contract for engraving the illustrations 
to accompany the next Report of the Commissioner of Patents 
has been awarded, by the joint committee of the two Houses 
in Congress, to Jewett & Chandler, of Buffalo, N. Y., the 
same firm who have executed the work for a number of years 
past. Inventors will be pleased to know that the standard 
adopted for the execution of the work will not be lowered, 
but will maintain the same excellence of character as hereto
fore. 
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